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Abstract— The majority of recent embedded systems are 

supported MPSOCs (Multi Processors System on Chip) 

architectures. This may be explained by the probabilities 

that provide this type of architectures, as a result of it 

ameliorates performances by duplicating computing units on 

identical chip. Besides, this tendency is boosted by 

technological advances allowing an extremely huge 

integration scale that's crucial to MPSOC fabrication. As a 

consequence, the challenge for MPSOCs has changed: 

presently, the calculation capability and so the vary of 

processors on identical chip square measure further and 

extra increasing and become typically on high of requests. 

The priority has become then to focus on communication 

and synchronization between theses processors therefore on 

ensure higher performances of the complete system. During 

this research paper we main focus on the minimization of 

power consumption rate for system on chip. The reason of 

power consumption more due to the clock skew. Basically 

clock skew is the difference generation of arrival time of the 

clocks. To minimize the the clock skew problem we 

implemented AMBA protocol with flip flop (Master Slave) 

as a memory element and reutilization of unused clock 

signal. This proposed method implemented on Xilinxs 14.1 

and use also Model-Sim to simulate the behavior. 

Key words: MPSOC, NOC, AMBA, Flip-Flop (Master 

Slave) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Shrinking method technologies and increasing style sizes 

have crystal rectifier to extremely advanced billion-

transistor integrated circuits (ICs). As a consequence, 

makers are integration increasing numbers of parts on a 

chip. A heterogeneous system-on-a-chip (SoC) would 

possibly embody one or additional programmable parts like 

general purpose processors cores, digital signal processor 

cores, or application specific holding (IP) cores, further as 

associate analog face, on-chip memory, I/O devices, and 

alternative application specific circuits [1]. 

On-chip bus organized CA is among the highest 

challenges in CMOS SoC technology because of quickly 

increasing operation frequencies and growing chip size. 

Usually, IP cores, as constituents of SoCs, are designed with 

many alternative interfaces and communication protocols. 

Integration such cores in a very SoC usually needs insertion 

of suboptimal glue logic. Standards of on-chip bus structures 

were developed to avoid this drawback. Presently there are 

some publically out there bus architectures from leading 

makers, like Core Connect from IBM [2], AMBA from 

ARM [3], Silicon Backplane from Sonics [4], and others. 

This paper focuses on SoC CAs providing a survey of 3 

standard bus organized CAs, referred to as AMBA, Core 

Connect associated wishing bone from an industrial and 

analysis viewpoint. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In 2015 IEEE Kiran Rawat et al. [5] presented an article. In 

this article presented, the main challenge for a style engineer 

isn't only to style a flourishing SoC with a well-structured 

and synthesizable RTL code but also to style it with 

economical in energy and optimized in power consumption. 

The aim of the paper is to implement AMBA APB 

(advanced microcontroller bus architecture - advanced 

peripheral bus) Bridge with economical preparation of 

system resources. For this, simulation and synthetization of 

the advanced bridge interface is meant which may offer 

minimum power consumption and low information measure 

between AMBA high speed ASB and low speed APB buses. 

Clock could be a major concern in planning of any digital 

consecutive system. Clock skew is introduced when the 

distinction is generated between the arrival times of clock 

signal. One of the approaches to reduce clock skew is ripple 

counter. One will use 3 bit up or down ripple counter 

approach. APB Bridge with clock skew diminution 

technique is enforced within the paper using Verilog HDL. 

For the simulation purpose, Model-Sim Version 10.3 has 

been used. For the synthetization purpose, style utilization 

outline and power details Xilinx-ISE style suite, version 

13.4 has been used. Power report is introduced for 

developing higher understanding of the facility utilization in 

any system. The facility report offers the facility 

consumption outline. Hence, the entire clocks power 

consumption is of 0.39 mW, total hierarchy power 

consumption of zero.57 m Wand total on chip logical power 

consumption of 0.113 W are extracted from Xilinx X-Power 

analyzer tool when APB Bridge is styled or meant or 

intended underneath the planned design approach. 

In 2014 IEEE Pranav Kumar et al. [6] proposed a 

paper. In this paper proposed, verifying a posh SOC is 

difficult. The test bench and test cases should be developed 

early as these are used for everything from SOC verification 

to realize higher coverage on feature protocol coverage, if 

integration and performance verification. Time to plug 

makes early computer code development a necessity. 

Verification power-assisted with early computer code 

development wants quite dynamic simulation and emulation 

methodology involves rescue. Firstly, the verification of 

RTL in system atmosphere has been economical with 

SV/UVM methodologies that specialize in reprocess on test 

bench and test cases beside the verification atmosphere 

around Verification information science. The reprocess 

methodology in center, the emulation methodology offers an 

enormous theoretical performance advantage over dynamic 

simulations. In theory, too usually verification groups get 
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delayed disbursal monumental amounts of your time porting 

verification infrastructure from one level of testing to 

succeeding. It’s at risk of test bench bugs conjointly. On the 

far side the horizontal and vertical re-use model, there's a 

requirement of finish to finish re-use across the look and 

verification flow. This paper explains a generic 

methodology to realize this end-to-end reuse in a current 

project. 

In 2015 IEEE Jasmine Chhikara et al. [7] proposed 

an article. In this proposed article, all style units incorporate 

smaller practical blocks referred to as scheme or module. 

For effective functioning of the system these modules need 

to be in set with one another and share resources. Downside 

starts when one module follows totally different or 

completely different protocol as others and every module 

has its different bit rate or baud rate of data transfer which 

may be either asynchronous or synchronous. The paper 

takes an example of I2C protocol and AMBA APB protocol 

to explain the design that defines how knowledge is 

transferred from one protocol to a different. It exploits the 

versatile protocols of I2C to form it compatible with APB 

protocol. The planned design could be a bridge between I2C 

Master and APB Salve. The info travels from a serial bus 

(I2C) to parallel bus (APB) to serial (I2C) in set with the 

individual domain clock. This forms a two-way interface 

between I2C supported module and APB supported module. 

In 2014 IEEE Abhijeet Paunikar et al. [8] proposed 

an article. In this proposed paper, we present the planning of 

Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) controller (or APB 

Bridge). UART as associate APB slave has been employed 

in the planning. Linear Feedback shift register (LFSR) 

module has been enclosed within the UART style for 

information security. We have additionally compared APB 

Bridge style compatible with AMBA Specification (Rev a 

pair of.0) and APB Bridge style compatible with AMBA 

three APB Specification (v1.0) for power and space 

constraints are done. Style of APB Bride with AMBA3 APB 

save 6 June 1944 power and 100% space over the one 

designed with AMBA2 APB. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In this brief, we have done the survey of different on-chip 

protocols along with their features and architectures. A 

descriptive comparison between various on-chip protocols is 

needed.  So we have to find out the efficient protocol as it 

can efficiently transfers block of data thereby reducing the 

hardware resources and minimal power consumption. This 

can be verified by implementing the our projected protocol 

at RTL in HDL and comparing the same with other 

protocols by considering various parameters such as transfer 

time consumption, wire efficiency, valid data bandwidth, 

dynamic energy efficiency and power consumption.  

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The main difficulty facet by the design or layout design 

engineer to design the successful SOC with well-structured 

and synthesizable RTL code are power consumption and 

clock skew. The aim of this paper is to formulate the 

problem in design of successful SOC and propose a general 

mechanism steps to solve this problem of power 

consumption. Mainly in digital sequence circuit clock is 

major concern. To minimize the clock skew problem we use 

flip-flop master slave approach and reduce the total power 

consumption in SOC. General Steps or proposed 

methodology steps are given below: 

1) Identify the clock signal. 

2) Transition of clock signal. 

3) Examined each and every clock precisely. 

4) Find interrelation and unused clock 

5) Design state diagram. 

6) Behavioral description. 

7) RTL synthesis. 

8) Simulation 

9) Power analysis. 

These proposed steps will be implemented on 

Xilinx 14.1 and Model-Sim using Verilog language as 

shown in the figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Flow Chart of Proposed Methodology 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS  

The synthesis of proposed and resulted design is synthesized 

with Xilinx Synthesis tool. It is designed with Tcl scripts 

which run precision RTL synthesis. The RTL views consist 

of various parts like Master, Slave, Flip-flops and other 

basic modules as per design as shown in figure 2. 
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Fig. 2: RTL Technology View of AMBA-APB 

A. X-Power Analysis 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

Power Report of APB 

bridge with reset 

controller and three bit 

ripple down counter 

approach (W) 

Power Report of 

APB bridge with 

efficient system 

resource approach 

(W) 

50 

Total clock 

domain = 

0.00039 

Total clock 

domain = 

0.00038 

Total Hierarchy 

power = 

0.00057 

Total Hierarchy 

power = 

0.00054 

Total On chip 

power = 0.113 

Total On chip 

power = 0.110 

Table 1: Power Report Analysis between Proposed and 

Previous Methodology 

Table No. 1, represents that only total clock domain power 

of 0.38 mW, total hierarchy power of 0.54 mW and total on 

chip power of 0.110 W are consumed by the proposed 

design approach. The difference between the power factors 

has been observed when flip-flop with master slave 

condition approach is implemented over the AMBA APB 

Bridge.  

 
Fig. 3: Comparison Chart between Previous and Proposed 

Methodology in term of Power Consumption in mW. 

As we can see from the figure 3 the comparison 

chart between previous methodology (Three bit Ripple 

Counter Approach) and proposed methodology (Flip-Flop 

Master-Slave Approach) in term of total clock domain and 

total hierarchy power consumption in mW. 

 
Fig. 4: Comparison Chart between Previous and Proposed 

Methodology in term of Total on Chip Power Consumption 

in W 

As we can see from the figure 4 the comparison 

chart between previous methodology (Three bit Ripple 

Counter Approach) and proposed methodology (Flip-Flop 

Master-Slave Approach) in term of Total on Chip Power 

Consumption in W. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, AMBA (Advanced Microcontroller Bus 

Architecture) APB (Advanced system bus – Advanced 

Peripheral Bus) Bridge is meant exploitation Verilog 

language with finite state machine modeling and its 

simulation is performed in Model-Sim version 10.3. Xilinx 

ISE style suite version 14.1 is employed to extract 

technology view, style outline and power reports. 

The objective of the paper was to style associate 

degree APB Bridge with flip flop as a master slave approach 

for minimizing the clock skew. Additionally power reports 

are enclosed with the projected style. Unneeded change 

activities of clocks could cause an enormous quantity of 

power dissipation around 15% to 50%. Thus projected style 

is employed to reduce the clock skew and additionally 

provides the less power consumption. Clock frequency of 50 

mhz and Kintex seven FPGA family are thought-about for 

the virtual hardware implementation functions. Table 1, is 

formed with the assistance of knowledge collected from the 

extracted power report outline. It provides the small print 

like total clock, hierarchy and on chip powers within the 

AMBA APB Bridge once designed below flip flop master 

slave condition approach. 
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